ABOUT US
Hampton Aviation specializes in heavy structural
repair, maintenance, modifications, and more
on any aircraft from piston singles to cabin class
turbines. Our goal is to return your aircraft in
better condition than it was before the incident.
Since 1965, Hampton Aviation has maintained
a singular focus: taking care of our customers.
As experts in the industry of aviation service
and repair, we’ve spent our existence doing just
that—performing repairs, maintenance, and
modifications on an extensive list of aircraft.
With our proven combination of quality, cost
effectiveness, and turn around time, we can
confidently say that Hampton Aviation is unlike
any other structural repair facility in the industry.

SETTING THE STANDARD
IN AIRCRAFT REPAIR SINCE 1965

QUALITY

VALUE

Call us today for an estimate.
479.394.5290

196 Highway 980 | Mena, AR 71953
p. 479.394.5290 | f. 479.394.0506
www.hamptonaviation.com

EXPERIENCE

QUALITY

REPAIRand other services
Structural Repair

• Major structural repair
• Flight controls rebuild

Modifications

• Certified Frakes Exhaust Kit Installer
• Fuselage to wing attach angles kit (P/N 101-1202-1S)
• Empennage inspection panels kit (P/N 101-6003-00XX)
• Main wing spar access panels kit (P/N 101-1200-1S)
• Door reinforcement doubler kit (P/N 101-4034-1S)

Coordinated Services on the Field

• Piston engine major overhaul
• Complete interior refurbishment
• Propeller overhaul
• Accessory and component overhaul
• Retrieval and delivery
• Avionics

Maintenance

• Heavy maintenance
• Annual, 100 hour, and phase inspections
• Landing gear system rigging
• Flight control rigging
• Power plant maintenance

Specialty Services

• Airframe parts fabrication
• Tooling fabrication capabilities for specific repairs
• Airframe symmetry inspections
• Damage history and airframe corrosion inspections
• Extensive experience in systems troubleshooting
• Complete aircraft restoration

Paint

• Complete chemical strip and paint capabilities
• 15,000 sq. ft., NAS 3306 compliant facility
• Only NFPA 409 compliant paint facility in Mena, AR

“My Cessna Skylane flies at or slightly better than the
book numbers. I can place the plane in a turn, trim it
and she will stay in that turn with the ball centered and
hands off. My friends were impressed as well as my IA
and the local FAA inspector. I freely tell all who will
listen about a man from Mena who did what he said he
would, within the cost we agreed.”
				-Robert Hall

VALUE
At Hampton Aviation, we are committed to providng
our customers with the best value possible. Whether this
means conceiving a tool design and building it right in
our shop, or fabricating specific parts that are no longer
available, Hampton Aviation is always one step ahead.
You can rest assured that your estimate will reflect the
best cost savings tactics available.

EXPERIENCE
One thing is obvious: Hampton Aviation cares about quality.

Of our 30 technicians on staff, 25 are certified, and
we have 696 total years of combined experience in the
aviation industry. Our office personnel have extensive
experience working closely with major aviation
insurance adjusters throughout the United States and
can efficiently process the paperwork needed to begin
work on your aircraft.

										-Michael Minton

You will not find a more talented, professional, or hard
working staff anywhere in the industry.

Please thank the pros who worked on my airplane. Their work was beautiful. It is obvious they have the kind of
skill that requires both talent and a wealth of experience. The reason I chose Hampton is their quiet confidence
that whatever they touch isn’t just going to be repaired, it will be as good—or better—than new.”

